
MEETING THE NEEDS OF LIFE SCIENCES CLIENTS 
WITH BUSINESS, TECHNOLOGY AND COMPLIANCE SOLUTIONS



Verista exists for one reason: To accelerate your product’s path to success from 
discovery to delivery. Our approach is simple: We put the client’s interests first. 
We don’t stop until it’s right. And we’ll do whatever it takes to get there.

Verista is a life sciences business, technology and compliance company that helps solve critical and complex 

challenges throughout the product lifecycle – from research to manufacturing to post-marketing support. We 

seek opportunities to help clients find meaningful solutions to business problems.

We bring top-tier expertise to every stage of an engagement, whether it be helping emerging and mature life 

sciences companies solve the challenges associated with bringing therapies to market, to optimizing IT system 

and data management strategies, to helping large pharma launch and optimize their manufacturing operations. 

We ensure quality, validation and compliance that support research, clinical, commercial and manufacturing 

operations with comprehensive, detailed project management. We are your choice – every step of the way, 

every time. 

Our mission is to enable Life Sciences clients to improve lives. And we believe our clients’ focus should be on 

delivering safe and effective medical products to market faster. Verista can help them achieve this by bringing 

together decades of knowledge and the most advanced engagement platforms and transformative technologies. 

Our clients benefit from the ease, efficiency and trust that results from working with one partner who excels 

across its specialties.

VERISTA’S EXPERTS SPECIALIZE IN NICHE AREAS ACROSS THE PRODUCT CONTINUUM 
TO HELP CLIENTS LAUNCH SAFE, EFFECTIVE AND COMPLIANT PRODUCTS 

LIFE SCIENCE CONSULTING

Research

Clinical and Product Development

Commercial

Project and Program Management

Information Management and Analysis

Business Architecture

Enterprise IT

Lab and Informatics

Manufacturing IT

Quality Management and Auditing

Infrastructure, Cybersecurity, and 
Digital Transformation

Engineering and Automation

Commissioning, Qualification, and Validation

Vision and System Integration 

Quality & Compliance MANUFACTURING SOLUTIONS



OUR PEOPLE. YOUR RESULTS.

Our industry leadership has been recognized – both in the form of awards by 

global professional societies and in customer accolades. Verista represents 

the unification of diverse regional market leading brands into one national 

powerhouse provider of dedicated expertise and solutions for over 25 years.  

Our 650+ domain experts include SMEs across the spectrum of pharma, medical 

devices and biotech industries. As a result, we’re uniquely capable of offering 

transformative, integrated solutions, new perspectives, and consistent results.

THE VERISTA VALUE
The Verista Value is what sets us apart and why clients recognize us as their trusted partner. Our people 

are the best at what they do and are the main reason our clients count on us to deliver every time. As a 

result, we excel at providing solutions and value—consistently with integrity, expertise and transparency.

You demand technical and project management expertise, attention to detail, tenacity, innovation, and 

responsiveness to meet a wide range of requirements in order to overcome a broad range of contingencies.

WE DELIVER. CONSISTENTLY. EXPERTLY. COMPLETELY.

Our goal is to 
enable clients to 
bring quality and 
effective products 
that improve 
lives and improve 
health to market 
faster and safer.

verista.com



verista.com | info@verista.com

TRUST.  INTEGRITY.  EXPERTISE .  TRANSPARENCY.

THAT’S WHY COMPANIES DEPEND ON VERISTA


